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E.C. Shaw Company Installs nyloflex® NExT FV exposure
The Most Consistent Approach to Providing Improved Print Results
In today’s market, packaging plays an important role in the sale of many products, from the
items on the grocery shelf to the boxes at the local warehouse club, consumers have many
choices from which to choose. The consumer’s choice is often influenced by the appearance of
the packaging and the brand identity, with the careful selection of color shades and graphics by
the brand owners. Therefore, it is imperative that package printers create consistent, clear
images of the brands and present them in the best light possible. To this end, E.C. Shaw
Company recently installed a nyloflex® NExT FV exposure from Flint Group Flexographic
Products.
The nyloflex® NExT exposure technology utilizes a high intensity UV-A-LED light source to
conduct rapid crosslinking of the photopolymer surface before oxygen inhibition can occur,
resulting in a flat top dot structure on the printing plate and a virtual 1:1 image reproduction from
the digital file to the finished plate. This technology is unique in that it does not require any
additional consumable items or steps, so it can easily be incorporated into the existing digital
workflow. The high level of UV emission leads to a significant improvement in the reproduction
of the fine relief elements. When combined with high resolution surface screening, the resulting
surface texture of the flat top dots provides an optimal surface to enhance ink laydown, ink
density, and consistency in printing.
E.C. Shaw, a highly innovative pre-press production house dedicated to providing its customers
the latest in flexographic printing plates, saw the opportunity with the nyloflex® NExT exposure
to strengthen its customer base by offering a more consistent printing plate, which offers the
printer cost savings through ink reduction and consolidation of print materials. Plates produced
using the nyloflex® NExT technology with surface screening allow the printer greater impression
latitude to use softer cushion tapes to achieve both high density solids and fine process work.
Therefore, the printer can consolidate his use of a range of cushion tapes and utilize the same
tape for both process and line work; furthermore, additional combination plates can be run,
utilizing fewer press stations and plates.
“Besides consolidation of press consumables, printers also point out the savings on ink
consumption, which is two fold” notes A.J. Grome, VP sales & marketing of E.C. Shaw. “Our
customers found that they can either use a lower anilox volume with their same, standard
base/varnish ratio, or they can further extend the ink with additional varnish, thereby stretching
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out the use of costly pigments,” explains Grome. White ink is often used in packaging as a
background to cover the transparency of the film package and hide the visibility of the contents.
The ability of the plate to apply a smooth yet thin ink film but with high opacity is of particular
importance when printing with white, due to the high cost of the white pigment, titanium dioxide.
“The ability to obtain the same or greater white opacity with less ink and no pinholing saves the
printer money, and we at E.C. Shaw are proud to implement a technology, which not only
provides benefits to our internal prepress work flow, but also affords the printer cost savings,
increased consistency and ease of use,” Grome further confirms.
In the prepress area, the nyloflex® NExT exposure technology provides a more consistent plate
due to the use of the UV-A LED light source, which is used to expose and crosslink the plate.
The UV-A LED lights do not require warming up and the output is exceptionally stable over their
long life (10,000+ hours) – much more so than conventional UV tubes with a 500 hour life span.
Therefore, the exposure performed with the nyloflex® NExT technology substantially enhances
the production consistency from plate to plate. This benefit manifests itself in repeat orders of
printing plates from satisfied customers.
E. C. Shaw Company consistently exceeds its customers’ requirements by offering the latest
technology in flexographic plates, seamless ITR sleeves, mounting tapes, and electronic art
options while providing the optimum combination of color separation, plate material and
mounting tapes. As a pioneer in the printing industry, E. C. Shaw Company is pleased to be
one of the first tradeshops in North America to offer the benefits of the nyloflex® NExT
technology to its customers. E. C. Shaw, A Hallmark of Innovation and Excellence Since 1908,
is proud to have served the packaging industry for over a century. For additional information
regarding products and services provided by E. C. Shaw, please go to www.ecshaw.com.

Caption: John Ecklar, plate making supervisor at E.C. Shaw Company, is pleased to offer his
customers a more consistent printing plate with the nyloflex® NExT exposure from Flint Group.
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Flint Group
Flint Group is dedicated to serving the global printing and packaging industry. The company develops, manufactures and
markets an extensive portfolio of printing consumables, including: a vast range of conventional and energy curable inks and
coatings for most offset, flexographic and gravure applications; pressroom chemicals, printing blankets and sleeves for
offset printing; photopolymer printing plates and sleeves, plate-making equipment and flexographic sleeve systems;
pigments and additives for use in inks and other colourant applications. With a strong customer focus, unmatched service
and support, and superior products, Flint Group strives to provide exceptional value, consistent quality and continuous
innovation to customers around the world. Headquartered in Luxembourg, Flint Group employs some 6800 people.
Revenues for 2012 were € 2.25 billion (US $2.9 billion). On a worldwide basis, the company is the number one or number
two supplier in every major market segment it serves. For more information, please visit www.flintgrp.com.

nyloflex® is a registered trademark of Flint Group.
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